WEEK 3
September 5, 2022 to September 11, 2022
*********
Boys Varsity
After believing he was fouled in the penalty area, ******* number 14 was upset. Shortly after, a
foul was called against him. He got into the center officials face and screamed “you’ve gotta be
fucking joking” he was sent off and no further issues with *********
*********
Boys Varsity
Home #10 received balled a pass at midfield and passed the below to a team. Visitor #25
challenged for the ball passed to Home #10. The challenge was late, reckless and made contact
with Home #10.
Visitor #25 was issued a Yellow Card for Unsporting behavior
First Half
Visitor #24 deliberately pulled the shirt of Home #4 as Home #4 dribbled into the offensive third
with speed and space. Visitor #24 was issued a Yellow Card for Stopping a Promising Attack.
Second Half
Home #4 had multiple challenges that resulted in a foul. Home #4 was verbally warned of
persistent infringement. Home #4 challenged a player dibbling at midfield, tripping him as he
went by. Home #4 was issued a Yellow Card for Persistent Infringement.
*********
Boys JV
Second Half (Under 5 minutes)
Home #13 received the ball from a throw, turned and dibbled the ball over the touchline. A
throw in was awarded to the Visitors. As Visitor #4 began to bend over to pickup the ball, Home
#13 kicked the ball away. Home #13 was given a Yellow Card for Delaying the Restart of Play.
JV Boys Soccer: ************ vs ************. [Player] was given a yellow card in the 18th
minute for Unsporting Behavior due to a hard tackle from behind. [Player] committed another

tripping penalty from behind in the 45th minute and I gave him a final warning and told him
another reckless foul would result in another yellow card. [Player] was given a 2nd yellow card
in the 69th minute for Unsporting Behavior due to a very late tackle well after the ball was gone.
[Player] was given a red card in the 69th minute for receiving two yellow cards. Besides the two
yellow and subsequent red card described above, ************ received two other yellow cards
for Unsporting Behavior (# 42 in the 27th minute) and Dissent (# 50 in the 69th minute). Not to
be out done, ************ received a yellow card as well for Unsporting Behavior (# 60 in the
66th minute). Please note we played 35 minute halves for this game.

*********
Boys Varsity
As the ********** attacking player was dribbling the ball towards the touch line, [Player] used
his shoulder to knock the ********** player over from behind with force. As I blew my whistle
for the foul and signaled to stop the clock, he walked over the ********** player, and then
stomped his foot near the opposing player's head. A ********** player (Number 9) then
shouted "What are you doing?" and shoved him away from his teammate who was still on the
ground. After separating the players, a red card was shown to [Player] for violent conduct, and a
caution was shown to number 9 of ********** for unsporting behavior.

*********
Boys Varsity
[*********]-Purple
[*********]-White
Purple midfielder attempted to play a ball into the attacking third. The ball struck the referee and
possession was changed. Play was stopped and a drop ball restart occurred.
Prior to restart I advised both teams the initial drop would be uncontested and that white would
need to give space to purple. I further advised the ball would be in play upon the ball hitting the
ground.
Purple took possession at the drop and sent the ball deep into the goal forcing a save from white
keeper.

White coach was instantly upset and assumed that I had instructed purple to play the ball to the
keeper, which I had not.
I explained to white coach the correct laws of the game and he still did not agree and suggested
the correct restart should have been a drop to their keeper…(?) It was apparent that white coach
did not know the laws of the game and accused me of having given purple a significant
advantage.
A few minutes later, a foul was called on white for tripping/kicking and white coach began to
yell again. I advised him that I had heard him chirping at me continuously for several minutes
and that if it continued he would be cautioned. He did not speak to me for the rest of the evening.

